Directions (1–30): Read the conclusions and then decide which of the given conclusions logically follows from the given statements, disregarding commonly known facts.

Give answer:
(a) If only conclusion I follows
(b) If only conclusion II follows
(c) If either conclusion I or II follows
(d) If neither conclusion I nor II follows
(e) If both conclusion I and II follow

1) Statements: (RRB CLERK PRE 2019)
Only a few well are Mats
All Pillows are Mats

Conclusions:
I. All well Can Never be Pillow
II. At least Some Pillows are well

2) Statements: (RRB CLERK PRE 2019)
All Bamboo are Stick
No Bamboo is a Duster

Conclusions:
I. No stick is a Duster
II. Some Stick are Duster

3) Statements: (RRB CLERK PRE 2019)
Only a few Bottles are Lamps
No Bottle is ship

Conclusions:
I. Some Ship are definitely not Lamps
II. All Lamp can never be Ship

4) Statements: (RRB CLERK PRE 2019)
Only a few Boxes are Book
All Books are Pens

Conclusions:
I. Some Boxes are Pens
II. All Pen can never be Boxes

5) Statement: (RRB PO PRE 2019)
Only a few wines are cashews.
Some bottles are wine
No dot is a cashew.

Conclusion:
I. At least some wines are dots.
II. All cashews being bottle is a possibility.

6) Statement: (RRB PO PRE 2019)
Only a few dogs are cats.
No cat is a wolf.
Some wolf are dogs.

Conclusion:
I. All wolf are cats.
II. Some dogs are not wolves.
7) **Statement: (RRB PO PRE 2019)**

Some Pins are syringes
Only a few syringes are needles.
No needle is a pin.

**Conclusion:**
I. All needles being syringes is a possibility.
II. Some syringes are not pins.

8) **Statement: (RRB PO PRE 2019)**

Only a few chemicals are pesticides.
Some pesticides are medicines.
Some medicines are Computer

**Conclusion:**
I. All chemicals can never be medicines.
II. At least some chemicals are Computer.

9) **Statement: (RRB PO PRE 2019)**

Only a few juices are beverages
No beverage is a drink
Some drinks are teas

**Conclusion:**
I. All juices are teas
II. Some teas are not beverages

10) **Statements: (RRB PO PRE 2019)**

No Professor is Student
Only a few Student is Lecturer
All Lecturer is Principal

**Conclusions:**
I) All Professor being Principal is a possibility
II) All Student being Lecturer is a possibility

11) **Statements: (RRB PO PRE 2019)**

All Men is Women
Some Child is Women
No Men is Boy

**Conclusions:**
I) Some Women can never be Boy
II) All Boys can be child

12) **Statements: (RRB PO PRE 2019)**

All Home is Office
Only a few Palace is Home
No Office is Building.

**Conclusions:**
I) Some Home is Building
II) Some Office can never be Palace

13) **Statements: (RRB PO PRE 2019)**

Only a few Palace is Home.
All Home is Office.
No Office is Building.

**Conclusions:**
I) All Palace being Home is a possibility.
II) Some Palace can never be Building.
### 14) Statements: (SBI PO PRE 2019)
- Only a few Pink are Yellow
- Only a few yellow are Red
- Only a few Red are White

**Conclusions:**
1. Some White are Pink is a possibility
2. All White are Yellow

### 15) Statements: (SBI PO PRE 2019)
- Only a few Pink are Yellow
- Only a few yellow are Red
- Only a few Red are White

**Conclusions:**
1. All Red being Yellow is a possibility
2. Some Red Can never be Pink

### 16) Statements: (SBI PO PRE 2019)
- Only a few Beaches are Deltas
- Only a few Deltas are River
- No River is wave

**Conclusions:**
1. All Deltas can never be Wave
2. No River is Beaches

### 17) Statements: (SBI PO PRE 2019)
- Only a few Aces are Club
- No club is Jack
- Only a few Jack are Diamond

**Conclusions:**
- Some Diamond are Aces
- No Aces are Diamond

### 18) Statement:
- Only a few Numbers are Palindrome
- No Digits are Palindrome

**Conclusions:**
1. Some digits are Numbers
2. All Numbers can never be Digits

### 19) Statement:
- Only few Books are Pens
- Only Few Pencils are Pens
- No Pencil is Marker
- Some Marker is Orange

**Conclusions:**
1. Some Markers are Pens is a Possibility
2. Some Book can never be Marker

### 20) Statements:
- Some nature are beauty
- Only few world are wonder
- All wonder are beauty

**Conclusions:**
1. All Beauty can be World
2. All World being Nature is a possibility

### 21) Statements:
- All Plants are Tree
Only a few Tree are Ship
No Ship is Bike

**Conclusions:**
I) Some plants are not Bike
II) All Plant can Never be Ship

**22) Statements:**
Some Cities are Territory
Some Capital is Territory
No Capital is City

**Conclusions:**
I) Only a few Territories are Cities
II) All territory being Capital is a Possibility

**23) Statements:**
Some Literatures are Scholars
Only a Few Scholars are English
All Novels are Scholars
No English is Literature

**Conclusions:**
I) All Scholars being English is a Possibility
II) Some Novels not being English is a possibility

**24) Statements:**
Some Literatures are Scholars
Only a Few Scholars are English
All Novels are Scholars

No English is Literature

**Conclusions:**
I) All Novel can be both English and literature
II) All Literature can be Novel

**25) Statements:**
Only a few Admirations are Amazing
All Attention is Amazing
Only a few Attention are certificate
No Certificate is Culture

**Conclusions:**
I) Some Admirations are definitely not Attention
II) All Culture being Attention is a possibility

**26) Statements:**
Only a few Admirations are Amazing
All Attention is Amazing
Only a few Attention are certificate
No Certificate is Culture

**Conclusions:**
I) All Admiration are being Certificate is a possibility
II) Some Amazing are definitely not Culture

**27) Statements:**
Only a few Commercial are Impute
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statements</th>
<th>Conclusions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Portent is Commercial</td>
<td>Only a few Constructions are College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only a few Solicit are Impute</td>
<td>All University is College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All cavort is Solicit</td>
<td>No Classroom is construction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusions:**

I) Some Portent can never be Impute  
II) All Solicit can never be Impute  
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